Tribological Response of Heat Treated AISI 52100 Steels Against Steel and Ceramic Counterparts
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Abstract

AISI 52100 bearing steels are commonly used in applications requiring high hardness and abrasion resistance. The bearing steels are working under dynamic loads in service conditions and their toughness properties become important. In order to provide the desired mechanical properties, various heat treatments (austenizing, quenching and tempering) are usually applied. In this study, AISI 52100 bearing steel samples were austenitized at 900°C for ½ h and water quenched to room temperature. Then tempering was carried out at 795°C, 400°C and 200°C for ½ h. In order to investigate the effect of heat treatment conditions on wear behavior, dry friction tests were performed according to ASTM G99-05 Standard with a ‘ball-on-disk’ type tribometer. The samples were tested against steel and ceramic counterparts using the parameters of 100 m distance and 30 N load and 0.063 m/s rotational speed. After wear test, the surface characterization was carried out using microscopy. Wear loss values were calculated using a novel optical method on both flat and counterpart specimens.
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1. Introduction

Today, the bearing steels are used as one of the key components in design and manufacturing of various machinery parts. They must, therefore, ensure a series of requirements including wear and fatigue resistance under rolling/sliding contacts, axial loadings and crack propagation and growth, as well as high or adequate hardness, strength, toughness, ductility and last but not least, corrosion resistance [1-5].

Alloy compositions including carbon amount between 0.8-1.1 wt-% and substitutional solute elements amount up to 3.0 wt-% are commonly chosen for bearing applications. The matrices of these groups of steel alloys are preferably transformed to martensite after quenching in suitable media, e.g. oil or salt. Due to the relatively high alloy elements and carbon content, martensitic matrices need to be tempered to suppress the excess brittleness. Hardenability depth is another important key factor, particularly for those steel parts, which possess relatively large cross-sectional area. When this depth value is not sufficient at given dimensions of bearing steel part, the case hardening treatment or increasing alloy content can be introduced [1,3].

The spheroidization treatment plays a critical role in the manufacturing process of this sort of hypereutectoid steels. Because proeutectoid cementite can easily be formed at prior austenite grain boundaries on cooling, and hence resulting an inappropriate microstructure in terms of rolling contact resistance. The spheroidization treatment before machining and hardening
can eliminate that unfavorable carbide network morphology in microstructure and so enhance rolling wear resistance [1,3,6-7].

Previous studies [8-9] showed that the bearing steels with bainitic matrices or tempered at relatively higher temperatures martensitic microstructures yield advantageous wear resistant parts for the applications that mentioned above. There was a lack of harder counterpart condition in dry sliding contact pairs in those studies. In this study, bearing steels heat treated in various conditions were tribologically tested in dry sliding against alumina and 100Cr6 counterpart.

The main purpose of this study was to evaluate heat treated bearing steels in wear test against harder ceramic counterparts to see if there are any difference between them in terms of wear resistance under the tribological loading, which is mainly driven by abrasive wear mechanism rather than adhesive one that compared in previous studies [8-9]. A recently published novel method [11-12] enables to obtain profilometric measurements on wear track with precise volumetric wear loss values calculating from the math formulae based on the track profile geometry formed during the wear test.

2. Experimental

2.1. Heat treatment and surface preparation

The working material in the experimental study, Fe-0.95C-0.21Si-0.36Mn-1.44Cr is a well-known AISI 52100 grade alloy and commonly used as bearing steel in wide variety applications. The delivered specimens from a local supplier cut up into slices had dimensions of 12-15 mm in height and 40 mm.

The austenization treatment at 900°C for ½ h was applied to all specimens, followed by water quenching to room temperature (RT) without cracking in their structures, whose dimensions could compensate this sort of supercooling. The specimens were split into three groups in which they were heat treated with various parameters as listed in Table 1. The specimens were then polished and etched for microscopic investigation. Nital (vol.%–3) was used as the etchant. Their hardness values were measured on metallographically prepared surfaces using Vickers method under a load of 10 kg-f.

The group of G1 specimens was heat treated to obtain a spheroidized cementite structure very finely distributed in the ferritic matrix instead of regular pearlitic formation (see Fig. 1). For this purpose, they were tempered or let’s say austenitized at 795°C for ½ h and then furnace temperature set to 680°C with a cooling rate of 370 K/h. The second leg of cooling was continued in the furnace with the self-cooling condition to RT. This group has the lowest hardness and is however used as reference materials for the calculation of math equations.

![Fig. 1. Etched microstructure of G1 specimen in SEM (with secondary electron imaging, (SEI) mode) shows very fine spherical cementite grains distributed in a ferritic matrix [9]](image1)

Table 1. Specimen groups and their heat treatment conditions applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Austenization</th>
<th>Quenching</th>
<th>Tempering</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Hardness, HV-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>½ h @ 900°C</td>
<td>in water</td>
<td>½ h @ 795°C</td>
<td>Slow cooling to 680°C then to RT in furnace</td>
<td>222.7 ± 2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>½ h @ 900°C</td>
<td>in water</td>
<td>½ h @ 400°C</td>
<td>Air cooling to RT</td>
<td>587.1 ± 8.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>½ h @ 200°C</td>
<td>in water</td>
<td>½ h @ 200°C</td>
<td></td>
<td>765.3 ± 18.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The group of G2 specimens was tempered at 400°C and their microstructures consist of typical tempered martensite structure (Fig. 2). The backscattered electron imaging with compositional mode (BEI/C) in Fig. 2 reveals the randomly oriented patches of tempered martensite structure with a distributed carbide grains in dark contrast.

The group of G3 specimen showed slightly tempered and stress relieved martensitic matrix with some additions of retained austenite in its microstructural investigation, due to relatively lower tempering temperature (200°C), as seen in BEI/C mode scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (see Fig. 3).

![Fig. 2. Etched microstructure of G2 specimen in SEM (BEI/C mode) consists of tempered martensite with randomly distributed carbide grains revealed in dark contrast](image2)
2.2. Wear test and characterization

For wear characterization, “ball-on-disk” type sliding test in dry condition according to ASTM G99-05 Standard [10] were carried out using a tribometer from Nanovea. Apart from previous studies [8-9], two variants as counterpart were used against flat AISI 52100 bearing steel specimens. These counterparts are pure alumina and DIN 100Cr6 (equivalent to AISI 52100) steel balls. Related details for the dry sliding test are listed in Table 2. The flat specimens were tested in dry sliding condition afterward metallographic preparation procedures and cleaned with acetone. After the tribological test, the worn surfaces of both flat bearing steel specimens and the ball-shaped counterparts were examined in the optical microscope and their worn volumes were calculated using novel optical profilometric techniques as described in previous studies [11-12].

3. Results and Discussion

The change in coefficient of friction (COF) values with sliding distance during tests were presented in Fig. 4. Sliding pairs of various bearing steel specimens against 100Cr6 counterpart balls (Fig. 4a) yielded slightly different friction levels in first half of the total sliding distance, but almost same at the second part of it. Their kinematic COF values were about 0.25 in steady state condition. Their frictional behavior against alumina ceramic counterpart balls resembles previous ones but the average COF values yielded around 0.20 in steady state condition. In both cases, G2 specimens yielded lower COF values than that of others, particularly at the first half of the test distance.

As stated before, the sliding surfaces were cleaned at the beginning. That means the counterpart ball slides on a very smooth flat specimen surface at the initial period of wear test. However, the maximum Hertzian contact pressure values for test pairs under given tribological test conditions, point out that the dry sliding test starts with a plastic deformation on flat specimen surfaces. For example, G1, G2 or G3 specimens against 100Cr6, suffer from a maximum Hertzian contact pressure level of 2238.5 MPa, while having a shear stress level of 694 MPa under 38 µm depth of their original surfaces, according to the calculated results. On the other hand, same specimens against alumina counterpart balls are exposed to a maximum Hertzian contact pressure level of 2341.7 MPa, while having a shear stress level of 726 MPa under 38 µm depth of their original surface.

There is obviously elastoplastic contact between test pairs in all conditions. Briefly, the hard and spherical counterpart (the ball) indents the relatively soft and flat specimen surface at the beginning and then it is forced to slide. It turns into predominantly abrasive wear [14] under these circumstances. Since the G1 specimen has relatively lower hardness and hence a better deformation capability, the micro-ploughing (Fig. 5) plays a critical role in this case both against hard steel and ceramic counterpart balls. G1 specimens should, therefore, have relatively deeper indentation effect on its surface; that leads to higher friction and COF values, at least during running-in period. Its COF value against 100Cr6 counterpart yielded relatively higher than that of against ceramic one. Another wear mechanism, adhesion may play a critical role here. Metal-metal pairs should have much more tendency to cold welding at given conditions, than that of metal-ceramic pairs. Likewise, cold welding possibility in the latter case must be minimum due to their different material properties including bond structure, chemical stability etc. After a running-in period, micro-cutting and work hardening effect should be effective in G1 specimen-counterpart pairs. That yields a slight decrease in COF values as seen in Fig. 4a and b.
Meanwhile, the debris formed at the interface should be partly oxidized and smeared throughout the wear track on the flat specimen surface. That means a third wear mechanism, the tribo-corrosion [14] should also be effective as of steady-state period.

The G3 specimen was relatively hardest among others. Therefore, they should be more brittle and less plastically deformable than others should. This may lead to a wear mechanism with the mixture of micro-cutting and micro-cracking, more or less in the running-in period. When it is covered with partly oxidized debris, the surface should have a protective layer and hence not increase anymore through the steady-state period.

The counterpart materials effect on tribological response can be outlined that they did not change the tribological conditions fundamentally, but probably amended the weight ratio between mixed mechanisms, e.g. adhesive wear in the pairs of metal-ceramic counterparts should be less effective than that of metal-metal ones, thus leading to a decrease in COF values in dry sliding tests.

The tribological test results calculated from direct microscopic measurements were listed in Table 3. COF values were calculated as average values from sliding test result tables. Volume loss values were determined from cross-sectional profiles for each specimen. The selected wear track profiles measured using optical microscope is given in Fig. 5. The width level of wear tracks belongs to metal-ceramic pairs seem to be wider than that of metal-metal pairs. It must be noted that ceramic counterpart balls have a bigger diameter (see Table 2). Equally spaced six cross-sectional profiles for every wear track were measured and used for calculation of worn volume loss values as required by the ASTM standard G99-05 [10]. Although there were important amount of wear on flat specimens, which are not presumed in related math formulae described by ASTM G99-05 Standard, the worn volume in counterpart balls were still calculated by these formulae, since it has been shown in a previous study [12] that the calculation error in this condition is less than 5%, generally. It must be noted that “the piling-up” formation (or so-called micro-ploughing effect) on both sides of worn track profile could also be easily defined if there any. This piling-up formation [13-14] implies that there is plastic deformation during indentation of the counterpart ball tip into to flat specimen surface.

The most wear resistance was obtained in G3 specimens as expected and as found in a previous study [9], in which the volume loss values were determined using a different method. G2 specimens yielded lower wear resistance than G3 against both counterpart types, but the difference between them is quite small and additionally wear loss in counterpart is much more advantageous in G2 specimens vs. steel/ceramic ball pairs, than those with G3 specimens, in all circumstances. Likewise, the COF values are also relatively lower in G2 specimens particularly at first half of the sliding tests (see Fig. 4). It implies that dry sliding between G2 and counterpart pairs brings much more advantageous lower friction during first 40-50 m of total distance, but eventually the worn debris formed covers throughout the
The wear mechanisms were a mixture of abrasive and adhesive in given sliding pairs. In Fig. 6a, the worn surfaces of the G2 specimen and its 100Cr6 counterpart are shown. Abrasive tracks and smeared debris layers are evident. Worn tip of the counterpart has a regular and circular shaped contour. Fig. 6b shows the worn track surface of the flat G2 specimen and its alumina ball worn tip at left-hand corner. The width value is wider than that of the G2-100Cr6 pair, but adhesive and abrasive wear marks are clear.

The worn surface examinations in G3 specimens gave same wear characteristics with G2 specimens in terms of wear mechanisms, which are a mixture of adhesive and abrasive ones. It is possible to see, for example, abrasive wear tracks in Fig. 7a, as well as some debris (dark regions), smeared at the interface. The wear track width of G3 specimen worn against ceramic counterpart is wider than that of specimen worn against 100Cr6 ball (Fig. 7b).

If the wear volume amounts of counterparts in Table 3 are considered, G2 specimens look like better and more advantageous than that of other group specimens since their volume loss amounts are either lower or almost equal to that of G1 specimens, which are not wear-resistant specimens. In other words, the sliding pairs including G2 specimens yielded minimum wear loss in total including flat and counterpart specimens than that of particularly G3 specimens and their sliding pairs. This situation can also be observed in COF-total sliding distance diagrams.
presented in Fig. 4, especially at first half of the test distance, G2-counterpart pairs yielded relatively lower friction than others in both cases did.

![Image of worn surfaces](a) and (b)

Fig. 7. Worn surfaces of G3 specimen against its 100Cr6 (a) or its alumina counterpart (b) shown at upper left corner

Bhadeshia [1] reported a study from Paland [15] in which a diagram was presented. This diagram showed the change of fretting-corrosion induced weight loss with the hardness of materials tested, in given test conditions. In the scope of the present work, volume loss data were examined in terms of the effect of specimen hardness at different tribological conditions. The resulting diagram concerning the interrelation mentioned above was exhibited in Fig. 8. This relation was evaluated in two separate data series in which two different counterparts used against bearing steel specimens. Therefore, two different data series and their trendline functions calculated by MS Excel were placed. Using logarithmic axes on both sides and exponential functions, a linear interrelation between volume loss and materials' hardness with high determination coefficients ($R^2$ values) were obtained.

![Graph of volume loss vs. hardness](chart)

Fig. 8. Volume loss in flat specimens varies with their hardness level in given tribological conditions

4. Conclusions

AISI 52100 is a well-known bearing steel and used frequently wear resistant alloy needed applications, where hardness, wear resistance, fatigue resistance, last but not least toughness are demanded. Spheroidization treatment is a key step in manufacturing this group of alloys before hardening and tempering in order to eliminate secondary carbide network at prior austenite grain boundaries and hence to increase wear resistance. Hardening through a martensitic matrix in microstructure is one of the methods to obtain a wear resistant steel structure but its lack of toughness is a major shortcoming in these group of steel alloys. There are plenty of studies indicating the advantageous use of bainitic or tempered martensitic structures in wear resistant applications [1,8-9].

In this study, metal-metal and metal-ceramic interactions in dry sliding pairs were examined and their interrelations and equations determined with high determination coefficients. According to results obtained, the following conclusions were outlined:

- Wear mechanisms were characterized as a mixture of abrasive, adhesive and tribo-corrosion types on all worn surfaces. However, abrasive wear is predominant one among them. Micro-ploughing and micro-cutting induced track formation in friction directions are evident for abrasive wear, while smeared and then partly spalled debris layers for adhesive and tribo-corrosion wear.

- The change in counterpart material from steel to ceramic did not affect wear phenomenon on flat specimen surfaces fundamentally. According to results, there were differences in the amount of volume loss, contact area, the ratio of adhesive wear mechanism in total wear behavior, etc. But the predominant mechanism was abrasion in both counterpart types.

- G3 specimens yielded best wear resistance in given tribological conditions, but their counterparts worn at most in comparison with other counterparts.

- G2 specimens showed quite close performance in wear resistance to G3 specimens, moreover, their counterparts showed equal or lesser to that of G1 specimens, which had a quite soft structure for machining purposes.
• When the wear volume loss values in counterparts are considered, G2 specimens yielded better and more advantageous results than others in terms of volume loss amounts of both flat specimens and ball shaped counterparts, in which the COF values are lowest among others at first half part of the dry sliding tests.
• The bearing steel specimens heat-treated in various conditions were divided groups and tested against ceramic and steel counterparts. The volume loss in flat specimens was mathematically defined with a function of their hardness under given tribological conditions. The resulting equations represent the interrelations with high determination coefficients and successfully.
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